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Defendants.

This case, presently before the court following a one day bench trial, stems from an

incident at the Red Onion State Prison ($tRed Onion'') that occurred on December 12, 2009. The

plaintiff, Donell J. Blount, Sr., a Virginia inm ate proceeding pro .K, claim s that the defendants

used excessive force against him in violation of the Eighth Amendment to the United States

Constitution. Finding that the plaintiff has failed to prove his case by a preponderance of the

evidence, the court will rule in favor of the defendants.

1. Procedural Background

Blount is incarcerated at Red Onion in Pound, Virginia.Blount filed his original

complaint in this matter on February 25, 201 1, alleging violations of his rights under the First

and Eighth Amendments to the United States Constitution, and the Religious Land Use and

lnstitutionalized Persons Act. 42 U.S.C. j 2000cc, #.1 seq. On March 26, 2012, the court granted

the defendants' motion for summary judgment as to the plaintiff s first folzr counts, and referred

the remaining two counts to a United States M agistrate Judge for appropriate proceedings,

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. j 636(b)(1)(B). The remaining two counts dealt with accusations that

certain correctional officers at Red Onion used excessive force against Blount dlzring incidents
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that occurred on December 12, 2009 and June 8, 2010.Upon review of the evidence, the

magistrate judge found that kûno genuine issues of material fact remain in dispute on which

Blount could prove that the defendants' actions at issue violated his constitutional rights.''

(Report and Recommendation at 1.) Accordingly, the magistrate judge recommended that the

court grant the defendants' motion for summary judgment as to both of Blotmt's remaining

claims. After considering Blount's objections to the magistrate judge's report, the court adopted

the magistrate's recommendation that summary judgment be granted as to the June 8, 2010

claim, but declined to enter judgment as to the December 12, 2009 incident. Regarding that

claim , the court found that Blount had presented a factual question as to whether the defendants

pushed him into another guard in an attempt to manufacture the use of force against him. The

l i lusive as to the cause of contact
, andcoul't found that the video footage of the scene was nconc

the court held that, taking Blount's sworn statements as true, ç$a reasonable fact finder could

conclude that Davis and Boyd acted with malicious and sadistic intent, and that their actions

were not part of a good faith effort to maintain discipline.'' (Memorandum Opinion at 8-9.)

Blount waived his right to ajury trial, and on May 16, 2013, a bench trial was held on Blotmt's

sole remaining claim .

Il. Sum m ary of the Evidence

A. The Decvm ber 12, 2009 Incident

Video evidence

The video footage of the incident, played num erous tim es at trial, provides an

uncontroverted record of much of what happened immediately before and after the alleged

assault, and is helpful in providing context to the witness testimony. The handheld video begins

1 The magistrate judge, in his report and recommendation, had expanded the record to include footage from two
videos of the incident, one from a handheld camera operated by a correctional oftk er, and the second from the
ççltapid Eye'' surveillance camera installed in the room where the incident occurred.



with the afterm ath of an incident in which Blount, while being served his evening meal,

dislodged the feeding box from the food tray slot on his cell door and threw an ûdinappropriate

'' b of correctional officers present at the scene.z In response to thissubstance at a num er

behavior, the officers begin the process of placing Blount in ambulatory restraints. Although

initially resistant, Blount eventually complies with the officers' requests to place his hands

through the tray slot so he can be handcuffed and brought to another room where the restraints

will be applied. Once in the other room, known as the vestibule, he is made to kneel on the

ground and his clothes are removed. His handcuffs are rem oved, and the officers prepare to

move his hands to the front of his body where they can be seclzred in the new restraints. Captain

Delmar Tate, the supervising officer on the scene, is directing the staff and communicating with

3 h ideo shows Blount talking very loudly and occasionallyBlount throughout the procedure. T e v

yelling, but generally being cooperative with the ofticers. The two defendants, outtitted in

Hazm at suits, stand on either side of Blount, each holding one of his anns. The video shows

' left with Boyd to Blount's right.4 At this point
, a third officer isDavis to be on Blount s

standing behind Blount preparing to unlock the handcuffs, and a fourth officer, Sergeant Lyall,

stands directly in front of Blount ready to place his hands in the new restraints. Several other

oficers are in the vestibule watching the procedure. As the handcuffs are removed, Davis and

Boyd begin to bring Blount's arms arotmd to the front of his body. As this is happening,

Blount's left arm suddenly moves forward, striking Sgt. Lyall. The view from the handheld

cnmera is mostly obscured by the officers' bodies, and a11 that can be seen is a sudden movement

2 Blount testified that the substance was a concoction of aAershave and tloor stripper
, while numerous oftkers

testified that it was feces. The video clearly demonstrates that the substance contained fecal matter.
3 Tate was a Lieutenant at the time of the incident but has since been promoted to Captain.
4 ln this court's summary judgment opinion, as well as the magistrate judge's report and recommendation, it was
incorrectly stated that the parties agreed that Davis was holding Blount's right arm and Boyd was holding his left
arm. The defendant noted this error at trial, and the video evidence confirms the defendant's current position.



and then a number of ofticers tackling Blount to the grotmd. The Rapid Eye camera, while

offering a clearer view of the incident, only capttlres one frame per three seconds and does not

show the exact moment when Blount's arm begins to move. Both videos show a stnlggle

between Blount and a number of the officers as they attempt to regain control of Blotmt while he

is on the floor. The stnzggle ensues for several minutes, and the videos show a shifting scnzm

with the officers covering Blount. The officers' hands are not visible in either of the videos.

Tate is repeatedly heard telling Blount to stop resisting, and Blount is heard shouting çsplease

stop.'' Blount's hands are eventually re-secured and he is placed in a wheelchair to be examined

by a staff nurse.

W itness testimony

W hile the parties are in agreement on much of what took place immediately before and

after the incident, their accounts differ sharply on what caused Blount's arm to move forward

into Sg4. Lyall, and on the degree of force used to restrain Blount once he was on the floor.

Blount testified that as the officers moved his arms from his back to his front, Davis jerked his

left alnn forward into Sgt. Lyall so as to pum osefully initiate contact. Blotmt's explanation for

the alleged act stems from his assertion that a çdbeat down'' squad exists among some of the

ofticers at Red Onion, including the defendants in this case. Blount alleged that these officers

occasionally attempt to simulate contact between an inmate and an officer in order to create a

false justifcation for the officers to tackle and beat prisoners. Blount testified that Davis

intentionally pushed his arm into Lyall for just this reason, and that it succeeded in provoking the

other officers into tackling and further injuring him. Blount also testified that once on the

ground, he complied with the ofticers' requests and did not resist their attem pts to re-secttre his

hands. He stated that in spite of this, the officers ulmecessarily bent his fingers back, painfully
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squeezed his legs, and gouged his leR eye. Blount claimed that his fingers remained swollen for

5six weeks
, and he suffered a hematoma in his eye that continued to bother him for two months.

The defendants, in contrast, testified that Blount moved his left al'm forward intentionally

in an attem pt to strike Sgt. Lyall. Officers Boyd and Davis, along with Captain Tate, testified

that they a11 saw or felt Blount jerk his left arm forward into Lyall shortly after his hands were

freed. Specifically, Boyd testified that he felt Blount tense his right side immediately before

m oving his left arm , which indicated to him that Blount was preparing to m ove. Davis testified

that he felt Blount suddenly and forcefully jerk his arm forward, causing Davis to lose control of

Blount's left hand. Davis adnmantly denied pushing Blount's al'm.

A1l of the ofticers testified that by striking Lyall and freeing his hands of their control,

Blount created a dangerous situation to which they needed to respond aggressively. They further

stated that Blount refused to cooperate once he was on the ground, tucking his arms under his

body to keep from being handcuffed. The ofticers acknowledged using force as they attempted

to regain control over Blount's hands, including by bending his tingers back. All of them,

however, denied poking or gouging Blotmt's eye. They also each denied any knowledge of a

Sfbeat down'' squad at Red Onion, or of ever personally simulating contact between an inmate

and an officer in order to justify the use of force.

B. Kelvin Canada and Benjamin Tucker

ln an attem pt to bolster his case by proving a com mon plan or motive, Blotmt called to

the stand two other Red Onion inmates claiming to have been pushed by Officer Davis tmder

similar circumstances. The first, Kelvin Canada, testified regarding an incident that occurred on

5 The Red Onion staff nurse who evaluated Blount atter the incident also testified at trial regarding his injuries. Her
testimony revealed that Blount suffered skin abrasions to his face, neck, and ankle; redness and swelling in his leA
eye; and soû tissue damage to his fingers and hand. X-rays taken of Blount's hands and tingers were negative,
ruling out any fractures or bone damagc.



Septem ber 3, 201 1, while officers attempted to place him in am bulatory restraints in punishm ent

for throwing feces at a correctional oftk er. A video of the incident shows two officers standing

to Canada's sides, holding his arms as they move his uncuffed hands from the back to the front

of his body. During the process, Canada's right ann, held by Davis, jerks forward into the

ofticer standing in front of him . The officers imm ediately take Canada to the ground and attempt

to regain control of his hands.Canada testified that Davis pushed his arm forward in an attempt

to initiate contact with one of the officers. ln contrast, Davis testitied that Canada moved his

anu forward intentionally in an attempt to strike the officer.

Another inmate witness, Benjamin Tucker, testified about a similar incident that occurred

on April 3, 2010. The video from this incident, as with those involving Blount and Canada,

show s the officers attempting to place Tucker in nm bulatory restraints after he has thrown feces

at a guard. During the process, with Davis to Tucker's side, Tucker's arm jerks forward into the

officer in front of him , and he is tackled by the rem aining guards in the room . However, the

view of Tucker and Davis is largely obscmed in the video.Tucker's testimony is not clear as to

whether Davis or another officer pushed him forward, just that Davis was one of the two guards

holding his arm s during the incident and that he did nothing to provoke the officers' use of force.

ln his own testimony, Davis denied initiating any contact. Tucker also testified that while he was

on the ground being restrained, his fingers were bent backwards and he was poked in the eye.

111. Applicable Law

Every imnate has the right under the Eighth Amendm ent to serve his term of

imprisonment without enduring ûscrtzel and unusual punishment'' at the hands of prison officials.

ln the prison context, the amendment iyrotects inmates from inhuman treatment and conditions

while imprisoned.'' W illinms v. Beninmin, 77 F.3d 756, 761 (4th Cir. 1996). The Eighth
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Amendment does not, however, prohibit al1 applications of force that inflict pain or injury

against prisoners. An ofticer always has the right, and the duty, to use such reasonable force as

is necessary under the circum stances to m aintain order.

To establish whether the defendants violated the Eighth Am endment, the court m ust

analyze both subjective and objective components of the defendants' actions. Id. This analysis

requires dtinquiry as to whether the prison ofticial acted with a sufficiently culpable state of mind

(subjective component), and whether the deprivation or injury inflicted on the inmate was

sufticiently serious (objective componentl.'' ld.

W hen an inmate claims, as Blount does here, that prison officials used excessive force in

violation of the Eighth Amendment, he must meet a heavy burden to satisfy the subjective

component. See Whitley v. Albers, 475 U.S. 312, 320-21 (1986). The inmate must demonstrate

that the prison officials applied force Stm aliciously and sadistically for the very purpose of

causing harm ,'' and not as part of çéa good faith effort to maintain or restore discipline.'' 1d. To

do this, the inm ate must show that the ofticials possessed a state of m ind of dçwantonness in the

infliction of pain.'' Id. at 322. ln determining whether a prison ofticial has acted with

wantonness, the court may consider such factors as: (1) the need for the application of force; (2)

the relationship between the need and the nmount of force that was used; (3) the extent of the

threat to safety of staff and imnates, as reasonably perceived by responsible officials on the basis

of the facts known to them; (4) the extent of the injury inflicted; and (5) any effort made to

temper the severity of the force used.ld. at 321. These factors aid the court in inferring whether

the use of force was necessary, or whether the force was intentionally aim ed at inflicting physical

hann. Id.



If an inmate has established the subjective requirement that force was applied maliciously

and sadistically, the objective component is satisfied by a showing that the harm suffered was

ddnontrivial.'' W ilkins v. Gaddy, 130 S. Ct. 1 175, 1 178 (2010). This can be shown by exnmining

the nature and extent Of the plaintiff s injuries as an indication of the amount of force applied.

IV. Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

The court tirst notes its detennination that the video evidence is inconclusive as to the

cause of Blotmt's arm striking Sgt. Lyall. The video from the handheld cam era is obscured by

multiple officers, and the Rapid Eye footage skips past the precise mom ent when Blount's arm

began to move. Although the images of Davis captured in the Rapid Eye footage provide some

' f d 6 ltimately the court is convincedreason to believe that he did not push Blount s arm orwar 
, u

that the video evidence is not reliably supportive of either party. The same is true of the videos

of the incidents involving inm ates Canada and Tucker. Although the footage from the Canada

incident provides a clear view of the officers and the inmate's arm, it is impossible to draw a

reasonably filnn conclusion as to the cause of Canada's arm movement. The video of the Tucker

incident is also largely unhelpful simply because it is difticult to see the participants' actions. As

such, the court tinds that the video evidence does not greatly aid the plaintiff in proving that the

defendants intended to create a situation whereby they could maliciously inflict pain on Blount.

As with the video evidence, the court believes that the remaining evidence adduced at

trial fails to m eet the plaintiff s burden of affirmatively proving a constitutional violation by a

preponderance of the evidence. The whole of the evidence presented, while not entirely

convincing one way or another, casts a reasonable doubt on the plaintiff s version of the events.

First, the court finds credible the testimony of Ofticers Davis and Boyd in recounting that Blount

6 D is appears to lose his balance as Blount's arm moves, falling awkwardly forward as if he was caught unawareav
by the action.
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moved his arm forward of his own volition. Although Boyd, positioned on Blount's right,

candidly admitted that the only people who could be certain of the cause of the left nrm

movement are Blount and Davis, he testified that it appeared to him that Blotmt lunged forward

without provocation. He stated that he felt Blount's whole body tense before the movement

indicating to him that Blount moved intentionally.Ofticer Davis also testified credibly that

Blount moved his left arm intentionally. His description of the events was consistent with the

testimony of the other officers as well as the video evidence. He testitied that he had Blotmt's

hand in a (twrist lock''- a technique used to m aintain control of an inmate while his hands are

otherwise unrestrained. He explained that it was Blount's sudden movement that caused him to

lose his grip on the hand. The fact that Davis lost control of the hand immediately after the

movement is an indication that the lunge forward was initiated by Blount and cnme as a surprise

to Davis. Davis also testified that after he lost control of the hand he applied pressure to the back

of Blount's anu and tried to maneuver it away from Sgt. Lyall, explaining the immediate fall

forward.

The court also finds credible the officers' testim ony regarding the steps taken to

reestablish control once the struggle began. The officers were candid about their application of

pressure on Blount's fingers as a means of enabling them to re-secure his hands. Although

Blount suffered injuries, they were relatively mild and were consistent with what would be

expected to occur during a scrum between multiple officers and a resisting inmate. And although

the court finds that Blount was not overly com bative with the offcers once he was on the

grotmd, he cleazly resisted their efforts to re-secure his hands, and this 1ed to the intliction of

greater injuries.
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The court also notes that the officers' dem eanor throughout the incident casts doubt on

the plaintiff's theory of the case. The court Jinds that the officers conducted them selves

professionally and humanely in dealing with an inmate who had just sprayed an obnoxious and

dangerous substance on their co-workers. Under Captain Tate's direction, the oftkers safely

rem oved Blount from his cell and transferred him  to the vestibule where he was placed in

am bulatory restraints, a proper reaction to his offense. Although not physically resistant, Blount

was verbally combative with the officers and appears to have been in a volatile state of mind. ln

contrast, the officers were restrained and professional, and appeared simply to be trying to

perform their job in securing a disnzptive inmate. The appearance of the assisting officers in the

vestibule also belies the plaintiff s account of a prem editated, orchestrated assault. There were a

half dozen other guards present while Blount was being restrained, and they appeared to be

casually observing the procedure, ready to assist only if necessary. One of the ofticers was

slouched against the wall. Although some of the officers eventually did assist Boyd and Davis in

securing Blount afler his anu strikes Sgt. Lyall, the demeanor and appearance of those present

simply does not comport with a plan to wantonly inflict pain.

However, the court does note its belief that Blount has succeeded in raising som e

suspicion based on the comparison between the incident with Blount and those of Canada and

Tucker. The facts suzrounding a11 thzee incidents are remarkably similar to One another. Each

begins with an inm ate hurling feces at the guards; each involves the subsequent process of

placing the inmate in ambulatory restraints', all three inmates are alleged to have shoved their

arms forward into an ofticer at exactly the same step in the process; the injuries suffered by the

inm ates are similar', and, m ost importantly, a1l three incidents involve Davis holding the inm ate's

arm during the alleged m ovement. Davis testified that the only instances of which he was aware
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of an inmate striking an officer during the application of ambulatory restraints were the three

considered at trial. lt is a very tmusual coincidence that inmates would only attempt such a

m aneuver with Davis involved. Davis himself noted the strangeness of this fact and had no

reasoned explanation for it.Based on the similarity of the incidents, it would not be

unreasonable to conclude that Davis' involvem ent in a11 three is suspicious.

The court also notes its concern over the fact that none of the three incidents resulted in

formal disciplinary action against the inmates. An initial charge was tiled by Sgt. Lyall in

Blount's case, but it was not pursued. A1l three incidents involved allegations of a!l inm ate

intentionally striking an officer, a serious offense, yet the acts ultim ately went unpunished.

Although there may be many perfectly benign explanations for this lack of diligence, one

potential justification might be a desire to sweep the matter under the rug and avoid investigative

scnztiny.

Altogether, in weighing the parties' conflicting accounts, the court believes the evidence

in support of each to be in equipoise.Because the plaintiff carries the burden of proving each of

the elements of his claim by a preponderance of the evidence, the court is compelled to nlle in

favor of the defendants. See United States v. Maniaan, 592 F.3d 621, 631 (4th Cir. 2010) (li-l-he

burden of showing something by a preponderance of the evidence . . . requires the trier of fact to

believe that the existence of a fact is more probable than its nonexistence.'') (quotation marks

omitted); see also McNeal v. United States, 689 F.2d 1200, 1202 (4th Cir. 1982) (affirming a

finding for the defendant where the evidence was in equipoise). Ultimately, the court finds the

lack of clear video evidence of who initiated Blount's arm movement to be dispositive in the

matter. This fact is critical to Blount's case, because without it the court cannot say that the

officers' use of force was wanton and aimed at maliciously inflicting pain. The W hitlev factors
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examine, in part, the need for the application of force and the extent of the threat reasonably

perceived by the ofticers. W hitlev, 475 U.S. at 321. The need to tackle Blotmt and re-secure his

hands through force, as well as the threat he posed to the oftkers, depends largely on who was

responsible for the altercation in the first place. W ithout a determination that the defendants

intentionally created the situation, it cannot be said that their response was anything more than Gta

good faith effort to m aintain or restore discipline.'' ld. at 320.The videos, inconclusive at best,

sim ply do not enable the court to conclude that it is more likely than not that Davis intentionally

pushed Blount's arm into Sgt. Lyall. W ith the remaining testimonial accounts of the three

incidents in sharp conflict, Blount has simply failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence

that the defendants used excessive force in violation of the Eighth Amendment.

V. Conclusion

For the reasons stated above, the court will enterjudgment in favor of the defendants.

The Clerk is directed to send certified copies of this memorandum opinion and the

accompanying order to the plaintiff and to a11 counsel of record.

NENTER: This 13 day of June, 2013.

Chief United States District Judge
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